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Sinpse
A esclha da bra The Picture f Drian Gray para bject de uma análise literária
de pendr retóric-estilístic é, acima de tud, frut de um gst muit pessal.
Partind da leitura rigrsa da bra em questã, cncentrám-ns inicialmente n
particular de frma a tentar chegar a características distintivas da prduçã literária
de Wilde. Esta afiguru-se-ns cm a melhr estratégia para atingir  bjectiv que
ns prpúnhams: recnhecer a existência de um padrã específic na escrita d
autr e estabelecer a frma cm esse padrã exemplifica uma determinada épca
literária. E assim fi pssível descrtinar que Oscar Wilde dá a mund um únic
rmance nde sã prfundamente explrads s ideais da Arte recriada, da Beleza
reabilitada e das suas Representações teatrais. The Picture f Drian Gray abre
váris precedentes literáris, de entre s quais se destaca a cragem de assumir na
frma s preceits cnvencinads pels estetas para a vida qutidiana. Os leitres
cnquistads pr tais técnicas sã recmpensads cm a sensaçã pr vezes
indefinível de terem apreciad  mais recôndit da alma humana.
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II. Beleza, Arte, Representaçã
A esclha da bra The Picture f Drian Gray para bject de uma análise
literária de pendr eminentemente retóric-estilístic é, antes de mais, determinada
pr um gst muit pessal. N nss entender,  rigr exigid a qualquer trabalh
de carácter científic nã será de td um mei de impedir  prazer que se pderá
retirar de tal actividade, de tal md que  exame crític que a seguir se apresenta é 
resultad de uma predilecçã antiga e de uma enrme vntade de aprender sempre
mais sbre a persnalidade exuberante de Oscar Wilde.
Decidims iniciar a nssa tarefa pr uma leitura rigrsa da bra em questã,
tentand assim partir d particular para  geral. Esta afiguru-se-ns cm a melhr
estratégia para se atingir  bjectiv que ns prpúnhams: recnhecer a existência
de um padrã específic na escrita de Oscar Wilde e estabelecer a frma cm esse
padrã exemplifica uma determinada épca literária. Tend cm base esta
prblematizaçã, a nssa tarefa ficu mais clara e  trabalh pareceu estruturar-se e
desenvlver-se de frma quase espntânea: numa primeira fase precupám-ns em
definir parâmetrs de individualizaçã para algumas das impressões  de natureza
cnceptual que a bra parecia sugerir, avançand de seguida para a cntextualizaçã
ds trabalhs de Oscar Wilde num plan de generalizaçã estilística e retórica,  que
pareceu indicar um caminh segur para a análise específica que pretendíams retirar
de The Picture f Drian Gray.
A pesquisa bibligráfica revelu-se inicialmente alg frustrante, nã só pel
reduzid númer de artigs crítics que pareciam dispníveis n mercad prtuguês,
mas também prque aqueles a que tivems acess pareciam negar qualquer tip de
valr à bra de Wilde, mesm enquant prva de mudanças fundamentais n plan
da temática e frma artísticas. N entant, se algumas dúvidas cncernentes à
pertinência d nss exercíci se instalaram pr influência ds escrits mens
favráveis a Wilde, estas depressa se dissiparam quand finalmente pudems avaliar
s sentiments de admiraçã que  instint criativ desse escritr parecia suscitar em
crítics literáris tã exigentes cm Jean Pierrt,  que para nós representu cm
que uma aprvaçã a mais alt nível d que até aí ameaçara nã ser senã a
prduçã de uma mera inclinaçã pessal.
A aurra de uma nva Arte, enfrmada segund princípis e ideais que na
épca alimentaram muita plémica, é  principal legad de um escritr que teve
tant de apaixnante cm de apaixnad. Afirmar que Oscar Wilde se ns apresenta
cm expente máxim da invaçã, d arrj e da liberdade artística de um períd
literári que quis trnar bsleta uma determinada estética vigente até esse fin de
siècle, pde tmar a frma de quase lugar cmum e negar até afirmações feitas pr
grandes nmes da crítica literária, mas nã deixa pr iss de ns parecer um pnt de
partida válid para um trabalh cm aquele que aqui se apresenta.1
Apesar de mais de cem ans terem passad desde a sua publicaçã, The
Picture f Drian Gray cntinua a revelar nções de vida e de arte que se mstram
pr vezes tã prvcadras e inesperadas cm  fram para muits daqueles que 
leram na última década d sécul XIX. A sua temática repleta de fantástic é frut de
uma tentativa de distanciament de uma sciedade vitriana fechada, quase
claustrfóbica, que parecia esmagar a individualidade d ser e transfrmá-l num
manual de cmprtaments sciais previsíveis e indeferenciads entre si. A Arte,
pela mã de um punhad de mentes privilegiadas (nde pderems referir Walter
Pater, William Butler Yeats, Théphile Gautier e, evidentemente, Oscar Wilde) passa
a reagir a este estad de cisas e, pr cnsequência, a seguir um caminh pst a
d Naturalism e da Estética Clássica, que precnizavam a bservaçã da Natureza
cm fnte de inspiraçã temática, avançand antes na direcçã de um imaginári de
lendas, da criatividade e d mit da decadência.2
Drian Gray, enquant prtagnista de uma vivência aparentemente
inversímel, é  resultad final da recusa veemente d caminhar impieds da Mãe-
Natureza, uma tentativa de reverter s efeits inexráveis d Temp, de manter uma
beleza física da qual só se apercebe quand a vê materializada em bra de arte:
When he saw it he drew back, and his cheeks flushed fr a mment with pleasure. A
lk f jy came int his eyes, as if he had recgnised himself fr the first time.(...) The sense
f his wn beauty came n him like a revelatin. He had never felt it befre.3
1 Vide PRAZ, Mari. The Rmantic Agny. Lndn and NewYrk: Oxfrd
University Press, 1970, pág. 358.2 Vide GERTHOFFERT, Claude. “Le Mythe de la Décadence.” Dictinnaire des Mythes
Littéraires. Paris: Éditins du Rcher, 1988, pp. 401-404.
3 WILDE, Oscar. “The Picture f Drian Gray.” In The Cmplete Wrks f Oscar Wilde. Ed. J. B.
Freman. 1948; rpt. Lndn: Harper Cllins, 1991, cap. 3, pág. 33.
Sb a influência de Oscar Wilde, este ideal da Beleza trna-se a base da
estética decadente que, embra rejeitand qualquer inspiraçã transcendental para a
sua arte, via n Estetism4 a pssibilidade de apresentar a Hmem td um nv
leque de valres suficientemente determinantes para prem em causa a velha rdem
tradicinalista. Este é nã só um mdel para a Arte, mas também para diverss
aspects da vida qutidiana, cm fica clar pela imprtância dada à decraçã de
interires e à arte de bem-vestir:
Fashin, by which what is really fantastic becmes fr a mment universal, and
Dandyism,which, in its wn way, is an attempt t assert the abslute mdernity f beauty,
had, f curse, their fascinatin fr him.5
One shuld either be a wrk f art, r wear a wrk f art.6
Hw exquisite life had nce been Hw grgeus in its pmp and decratin7
N entant, será na literatura que s efeits d Estetism se darã mais
nitidamente a bservar. Os escritres passam a adptar meis de expressã
“invulgares”, audaciss, de frma a transprem para  papel a sua crença na “art
fr art’s sake”, nde  que imprta é  divórci d Naturalism, riginand 
extrem de uma visã multiclr d mund para nde  artista se pdia evadir. Será
entã pssível falar-se de um estil característic desta fase da literatura eurpeia
(também nrte-americana, dada a imprtância de Edgar Allan Pe), estil esse que
será a mesm temp uma frma de distinçã de utrs métds anterirmente
praticads nas artes e de caracterizaçã de elements cmuns a um determinad
númer de hmens de letras? É legítima a apreciaçã de determinadas figuras de
retórica emergentes na bra de Oscar Wilde cm prvas de um fenómen específic
d discurs típic da crrente literária nde se inserem?
Depis de uma leitura cuidadsa da bra que aqui se pretende analisar, a
respsta a tais interrgações mstru-se, a nsss lhs, psitiva. A rganizaçã
textual, a esclha de scilects cm frma de caracterizar determinads estrats
sciais, a recrrência de esquemas retórics cm a aliteraçã e de trps cm 
paradx e a irnia cntribuem para  elevad nível estilístic e retóric d text de
Oscar Wilde. As esclhas feitas pr um qualquer escritr cnsciente das
4 O term “Estetism” é aqui utilizad segund a definiçã apresentada pr: Lell Universal,
Dicinári Enciclpédic Lus Brasileir, na página 916.5 Op. cit., “The Picture f Drian Gray.”, cap.11, pág. 103.
6 WILDE, Oscar. “Phrases and Philsphies fr the Use f the Yung.” In The Cmplete Wrks f
Oscar Wilde. Ed. J. B. Freman. 1948; rpt. Lndn: Harper Cllins, 1991, pág. 1206.
7 Op. cit., “The Picture f Drian Gray.”, cap. 11, pág.109.
13 Ibidem, cap. 11, pág. 102.
14 Ibidem, cap. 19, pág. 162.
15 Ibidem, cap. 1, pág. 25.16 Ibidem, cap. 9, pág. 94.
ptencialidades da linguagem humana n seu geral nunca pderã ser frut d acas,
e tal muit mens pderá ser verdade de uma bra nde td  prcess de criaçã
bedece a rigrss cânnes de envlviment na prcura de uma nva filsfia de
vida e de arte, a srt f a new birth f the spirit f man (...).8
Um trabalh de análise textual brigará, pr regra, à desmntagem d text
literári em questã, de md a pssibilitar nvas e interessantes interpretações. Fi
deste prcess que ns surgiram elements tã imprtantes na escrita de Wilde cm
a criaçã ds camps semântics perfeitamente delineads de Art e Yuth. O
vcabulári nuclear gira em trn ds cnceits acima referids, criand áreas de
cmparaçã e símile, a mesm temp que abre as prtas a apareciment de
cnstruções frásicas ricas em adjectivaçã e de estrutura sintáctica cmplexa:
All the candur f yuth was there, as well as all yuth’s passinate purity.9
Yuth Yuth There is abslutely nthing in the wrld but yuth10
Eternal yuth, infinite passin, pleasures subtle and secret, wild jys and wilder
sins(...) 11
He recalled the stainless purity f his byish life, (...)12
They wndered hw ne s charming and graceful has he was culd have escaped
the stain f an age that was at nce srdid and sensual.13
Yuth There is nthing like it. It’s absurd t talk f the ignrance f yuth.14
reveland um mund nde  a  Beleza  é   únic caminh para  a felicidade, que
cntrasta em terms absluts cm as marcas deixadas pel passar d temp e a
agnia que passa a ser sua cmpanheira. A Arte, pr sua vez, caminha lad a lad
cm a expressividade emtiva que resulta da ausência d us d artig definid e/u
indefinid, cm substantivs pertencentes a regists de cariz filsófic e verbs que
exprimirã a cncepçã da Arte cm frça unitária e abrangente:
An artist shuld create beautiful things, but shuld put nthing f his wn life int
them.15
Art is always mre abstract than we fancy.16
8 WARNER, Eric e  Hugh Graham, eds. Vl. II de Strangeness and Beauty: An
Anthlgy f Aesthetic Criticism: 1840-1910. Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 1983, pág. 125.
9 Op. cit., “The Picture f Drian Gray.”, cap. 2, pág.27.
10 Ibidem, cap. 2, pág. 32.
11 Ibidem, cap. 8, pág. 87.
12 Ibidem, cap. 10, pág. 99.
17 Ibidem, cap. 11, pág. 104.
18 Ibidem, cap. 11, pág. 112.
19 Ibidem, cap. 17, pág. 149.20 Ibidem, cap. 2, pág. 27.
Yes: there was t be, as Lrd Henry had prphesied, a new Hednism that was t
recreate life, and t save it frm that harsh, uncmely puritanism that is having, in ur wn
day, its curius revival.17
Fr the canns f gd sciety are, r shuld be, the same as the canns f art.18
Rmance lives by repetitin, and repetitin cnverts an appetite int an art.19
Ns exempls acima referids nã passará pr cert despercebida a estrutura
epigramática de algumas das frases, nde  paradx que encerram em si mesmas e
que cnduz  leitr pr um mund de aparentes cntradições ns remete a prcess
da criaçã da dualidade de Drian. O md cm as estruturas sintácticas bipartidas
acabam pr significar a esclha que Drian fez em favr de um mund nde a
subjectividade da Arte passa a vivência cncreta através da perenidade d Bel na
persnagem principal, é muit esclarecedr da grande atençã dada pel escritr nã
só a nções cnteudísticas invadras mas também à realizaçã de tais nções na
frma textual. Senã, vejams ainda  recurs a esquemas de repetiçã fnétics,
que artisticamente aliam a eufnia natural a tais dispsitivs a tema da clivagem d
Eu e que realçam  determinism da Beleza na vida de Drian:
Lrd Henry lked at him. Yes, he was certainly wnderfully handsme, with his
finely-curved scarlet lips, his frank blue eyes, his crisp gld hair. There was smething in his
face that made ne trust him at nce.20
Yu, Mr. Gray, yu yurself, with yur rse-red yuth and yur rse-white byhd,
yu have had passins that have made yu afraid, thughts that have filled yu with terrr,
day-dreams and sleeping dreams whse mere memry might stain yur cheek with shame..21
O carácter maneirista da aliteraçã pderá parecer redutr da qualidade de
uma bra de arte, mas a verdade é que aqui a repetiçã mrflógica de prnmes
pessais, pssessivs e reflexivs (é deveras interessante  fact de serem
fneticamente muit próxims de yuth) ns parece mais d que justificada pela
criaçã cnsequente de um ambiente de cumplicidade e mistéri entre Lrd Henry e
Drian Gray  e da reiteraçã de nções fundamentais a desenvlviment d
rmance. A realizaçã ds mdels literáris precnizads pela Estética
Decadentista tem expressã ainda na riqueza de prmenr ambiental, na descriçã
detalhada de lcais que apntam desde lg para a tentativa de recriar pela
intervençã artística s elements d mund extern, quer eles se apresentem em
frmas d mund natural, quer d mei human. Estes mments de pausa “na
prgressã textual da acçã diegética” dã uma cntribuiçã determinante para a
26 Ibidem, cap. 11, pág.106.
cnstruçã quase palpável  de um univers rmanesc de valres frmais  muit
acentuads, perfeitamente distint da realidade que ns cerca.22 Desta necessidade de
distinçã e de distanciaçã surge uma linguagem de grande prfusã adjectival, nde
cada detalhe merece hnras de destaque, ganhand uma nva identidade pr mei de
cres e de frmas que até esse mment pareciam nã existir n riginal: é a Arte a
criar para a Natureza imitar.
The studi was filled with the rich dur f rses, and when the light summer wind
stirred amidst the trees f the garden, there came thrugh the pen dr the heavy scent f
the lilac, r the mre delicate perfume f the pink-flwering thrn.
Frm the crner f the  divan  f Persian  saddle-bags n which he was lying,
smking, as was his custm, innumerable cigarettes, Lrd Henry Wttn culd just catch the
gleam f the hney-sweet and hney-clured blssms f a laburnum, whse tremulus
branches seemed hardly able t bear the burden f a beauty s flame-like as theirs;(...)23
As cres e s cheirs ganham um brilh própri, nã sã (prque nunca 
pderiam ser) mers decalques u impressões realistas,  artista cria tud de nv,
tenta mstrar à Natureza tds s prmenres que ela parece nã ntar, num act de
prtest e de cntestaçã pel aparente desrespeit da Estética Mimética:
What Art really reveals t us is Nature’s lack f design, her curius crudities, her
extrardinary mntny, her abslutely unfinished cnditin.24
As imagens assim criadas trnam-se pderss e impressivs meis de
cmunicaçã, s sentids sã despertads e vibram cm s premeditads desvis d
significad primeir de um adjectiv u de um verb. A metáfra, a persnificaçã e
a cmparaçã ganham lugar de destaque enquant  artista se envlve cm a
recriaçã de um espaç até aí inexistente, uma fuga à realidade exterir pr vezes
assustadra mas que em terms sciais nã pderá ser melhrada pela intervençã
directa d artista:
The dim rar f Lndn was like the burdn nte f a distant rgan.25
At anther time he devted himself entirely t music, and in a lng latticed rm,
with a vermillin-and-gld ceiling and walls f live-green lacquer, he used t give curius
cncerts, in which mad gypsies tre wild music frm little zithers, r grave yellw-shawled
Tunisians plucked at the strained strings f mnstrus lutes...26
21 Ibidem, cap. 2, pág. 29.
22 AGUIAR E SILVA, Vítr Manuel. Teria da Literatura. Cimbra: Livraria Almedina, 1990, pág.
741.
23 Op. cit., “The Picture f Drian Gray.”, cap. 1, pág. 18.24 WILDE, Oscar. “The Decay f Lying.” In The Cmplete Wrks f Oscar Wilde. Ed. J. B.
Freman. 1948; rpt. Lndn: Harper Cllins, 1991, pág. 970.
25 Op. cit., “The Picture f Drian Gray.”, cap. 1, pág. 18.
Para além ds exempls já aqui referids de psiçã às atitudes vigentes à
épca da publicaçã de The Picture f Drian, nmeadamente a realism e a
cnceit de Arte aut-expressiva, nã pdems deixar de fazer ntar utr aspect da
rejeiçã ds mdels de arte canónics: a ideia d mralism utilitári da bra de
arte. De fact, Wilde encetu uma luta (a que parece na altura inglória) pela
desmistificaçã da Arte cm veícul de princípis mrais superires que
regenerassem a sciedade. O seu amralism cabe dentr de uma estética que
pretende fugir à banalidade da vida, que vê qualquer tentativa de guiar s
cmprtaments humans através d que a Arte pssa mstrar nã só cm perda de
temp, mas também, e acima de tud, cm uma intrmissã num camp que nã
lhe diz abslutamente respeit, uma vez que
Art finds her wn perfectin within, and nt utside f, herself. She is nt t be
judged by any external standard f resemblance. She is a veil, rather than a mirrr.27
Na nssa piniã, se alguma justificaçã é necessária para  amralism que
Wilde prfessa, é nestas palavras que a devems prcurar e pr elas que devems
entender que  autr nã tinha, bviamente,  bjectiv de subverter mentes
impressináveis u de cnstruir qualquer tip de herói maléfic. A sua escrita deve
ser entendida sempre dentr ds parâmetrs que  autr precnizava para a Arte
cntemprânea, nde a imaginaçã é dever fundamental e a sublimidade da beleza
helénica um ideal a recnquistar. Prque a Arte tem de criar  seu própri espaç,
inventar nvas frmas, fugir a determinism da evluçã, a mesm temp que se
liberta  de  princípis  mralistas atrfiantes,  é que Wilde  nã  tenta revestir  a
realizaçã d pedid prfessad pr Drian pr uma capa de fundamentaçã
científica.
Cm já fi pr nós sugerid,  carácter fantástic da temática é refrçad
pels métds de cnstruçã textual repassads de técnicas retóricas e estilísticas
muitas vezes inpinadas, factr que sugere um desvel n act de criaçã literária
que só pderá ter paralel cm a necessidade premente de fazer crrespnder a
invaçã da prpsiçã a frmas inesperadas, mas perfeitas, n rmance:
Fr it is nt enugh that a wrk f art shuld cnfrm t the aesthetic demands f its
age: there must be als abut it, if it is t affect us with any permanent delight, the impress
f a distinct individuality, an individuality remte frm that f rdinary men, and cming
27 Op. cit., “The Decay f Lying:”, pág. 982.
near t us nly by virtue f a certain newness and wnder in the wrk, and thrugh channels
whse very strangeness makes us mre ready t give them welcme.28
Será dentr d âmbit de tais afirmações que se trnará relevante salientar 
pequen discurs prferid pr Lrd Henry n segund capítul da bra e inseri-l
dentr de um espaç de análise retórica clássica, uma vez que “classical rethric
was assciated primarily with persuasive discurse.”29 De fact, a frma que  autr
atribui às afirmações de Lrd Henry (sbretud a partir da página 31 da ediçã a que
esta análise se reprta) é de mlde a atribuir-lhes características argumentativas,
dad que  bjectiv primeir daquela persnagem parece ser  de cnvencer Drian
da imprtância e determinism da Beleza na vida d ser human. De entre as várias
frases que cnstituem  diálg que as persnagens mantêm durante ba parte d
capítul, gstaríams de centrar a nssa avaliaçã especialmente na fase em que
Lrd Henry passa a rganizar a sua expsiçã em funçã d Why? de Gray, ist
prque  ns parece  que  é aqui pssível distrinçar  uma série de estratégias
rganizativas de discurs muit próximas das idealizadas pela Retórica Clássica.
Lrd Henry exprime-se, pr regra, cm um estil dissertiv, própri de quem
tenta cnquistar aliads para uma causa, num prcess de cnstruçã de ideais
enigmátics e sedutres que quase pr si só agem sbre as mentes premeáveis à
tentaçã da mudança. Neste espírit, envlve  seu interlcutr pela lisnja e pel
carácter epigramátic de uma firmaçã cm «Because yu have the mst marvellus
yuth, and yuth is the ne thing wrth having.», um exrdium que é um apel clar às
emções de quem  uve, nã deixand n entant de fazer us de uma estrutura
sintáctica na qual se estabelece uma relaçã paratática entre as duas rações que a
cmpõe, de frma a que a segunda parte, apesar de surgir na sequência da primeira,
nã veja pr iss diminuíd  seu valr expressiv. Lrd Henry tem agra tda a
atençã de Drian, e através de uma descriçã minucisa ds efeits da velhice sbre
a aparência física tã perfeita deste cnsegue trazê-l para mais pert d mment
em que cncrdará em abslut cm s princípis de vida que lhe sã apresentads.
28 WILDE, Oscar. “The English Renaissance f Art.” In Vl. II f Strangeness and
Beauty:An Anthlgy f Aesthetic Criticism: 1840-1910. Eds. Eric Warner
and Hugh Graham. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1983, pág. 124.
29 Vide CORBETT, Eward P. J. Classical Rethric fr the Mdern Student. 3rd ed. Oxfrd: Oxfrd
University Press, 1990.
A rdenaçã ds elements segund uma lógica de respsta às bjecções que
Drian apresenta, resulta na vivacidade, bjectividade e versimilhança tã
necessárias à ecnmia d discurs e à sua efectividade,  que lembra em muit s
princípis expsts para a narrati da tradiçã clássica. Senã vejams:
Yu smile? Ah when yu have lst it yu wn’t smile. ...Peple say smetimes that
Beauty is nly superficial. That may be s. But at least it is nt s superficial as Thught is.
T me Beauty is the wnder f wnders. It is nly shallw peple wh d nt judge by
appearances. The true mystery f the wrld is the visible, nt the invisible...Yes, Mr. Gray,
the gds have been gd t yu. But what the gds give they quickly take away.30
Estas técnicas de cnfutati (cm interpelações directas a Drian) aparecem
lad a lad cm utras de cnfirmati, de md que Lrd Henry reage sempre
habilmente à linguagem crpral e falada de quem deseja “dcere”. As interjeições,
as frases d tip imperativ, e  us d futur criam um td deveras expressiv: 
uvinte é lentamente cnduzid pelas certezas d discursista, envlvid pela
emtividade da argumentaçã muitas vezes baseada n hrrr d envelheciment
Every mnth as it wanes it brings yu nearer t smething dreadful. Time is jealus
f yu, and wars against yur lilies and yur rses. Yu will becme sallw, and hllw-
cheeked, and dull-eyed. Yu will suffer hrribly...31
e finalmente cnquistad pr uma cnclusã arrebatadra na sua emtividade (à
qual nã será estranh  sentiment de empatia criad pr Lrd Henry a passar a
utilizar a primeira pessa d plural cm sujeit das suas frases finais), nde a frça
ds arguments é amplificada de tal md que se alcança um efeit de clímax muit
próxim das técnicas teatrais e  desejad sucess persuasiv:
But we never get back ur yuth. The pulse f jy that beats in us at twenty, becmes
sluggish. Our limbs fail, ur senses rt. We degenerate int hideus puppets, aunted by the
memry f the passins f which we were t much afraid, and the exquisite temptatins that
we had nt the curage t yield t. Yuth Yuth There is abslutely nthing in the wrld
but yuth32
A qualidade expressiva d text pemitir-ns-à mencinar ainda uma utra
técnica de cnstruçã d discurs muit imprtante para se atingir um elevad grau
retóric-estilístic:  estranhament. Este efeit anímic frut d inesperad das
impressões exterires sbre  sujeit ( alv d discurs) é a frma clássica de
cmbate a tédi e à mntnia. Através d acréscim de temáticas e afirmações de
natureza inpinada  prmtr d discurs cnsegue tda a atençã de quem  uve,
30 Op.cit., “The Picture f Drian Gray.”, cap. 2, pág. 31.
31 Ibidem, cap. 2, pág. 32.
prque ultrapassu a barreira d esperad, encetu pr um caminh até aí
descnhecid, cm tdas as vantagens que tal estratagema trará pr cert a valr
afectiv das palavras prferidas:
Drian Gray listened, pen-eyed and wndering.(...) He watched it with that strange
interest in trivial things that we try t develp when things f high imprt make us afraid, r
when we are stirred by sme new emtin fr which we cannt find expressin, r when
sme thught that terrifies us lays sudden siege t the brain and calls n us t yield.33
O cult d inesperad será a cnsequência lógica das nvas frmas que a
Arte prcura assumir e que cm Oscar Wilde sã levadas a seu expente máxim.
A necessidade de impressinar e agir sbre s utrs nunca é desmentida, talvez pr
iss as persnagens assumam, em situações cnsideradas fulcrais, cmprtaments
digns ds melhres actres de palc. O êxit alcançad pelas suas peças frneceu-
-lhe  indicadr aprpriad para a mediçã das expectativas de um públic aqui
leitr, que fica enredad pelas malhas da cnstruçã cénica da bra da mesma frma
que Drian é subjugad pela fina arte de representaçã de Lrd Henry:
Wilde’s pint f view, in fact, is always scenic; he  sees things as in stage-
perspective; he is all the time arranging his characters, his landscapes, his events, and
making them pse.34
Apesar desta afirmaçã de Mari Praz nã pretender de td assumir um
carácter de elgi, a nss ver as capacidades teatrais de Wilde sã distintivas de
uma épca e de uma literatura que ele pretendia arrjada e dinâmica e, pr
cnseguinte, usams afirmar que tais especificidades nunca pderã ser prva da
inferir qualidade que alguns crítics pretendem atribuir à escrita de Oscar Wilde,
mas sim de uma cragem artística que nunca receu assumir.
A representatividade d rmance The Picture f Drian Gray é refrçada
pela recrrência d discurs direct, nde  narradr liberta  espaç diegétic para a
actuaçã directa da persnagem que chama a si a respnsabilidade das suas
afirmações, a  mesm temp que aprxima  leitr d temp  da diegése. 35 A
scrrer-se desta frma de apresentaçã d text,  autr pssibilita que a
persnagem seja mais real para quem lê, amplia  quadr situacinal da acçã, a
mesm temp que  leitr se permite imaginar fisicamente pert de quem fala.
32 Ibidem, cap. 2, pág. 32.
33 Ibidem, cap. 2, pág. 32.
34 Op. cit., The Rmantic Agny., pág. 359.
35 Vide AGUIAR E SILVA, Vítr Manuel. Teria da Literatura. Cimbra: Livraria Almedina, 1990,
pág. 745.
Trna-se claramente mais simples caracterizar as persnagens ( vast leque de
verbs dicendi adianta  tip de atitude e cmprtament de quem se prnuncia),
sem que seja necessári descrições minucisas e fatalmente repetitivas para  evluir
d  text: as frases curtas,  sincpadas características  da cmunicaçã teatral  que
Wilde engenhsamente recria nesta bra.
The wman gave a bitter laugh. “Little mre than a by” she sneered. “Why, man,
it’s nigh n eighteen years since Prince Charming made me what I am.”36
«“Still, we have dne great things.”
“Great things have been thrust n us, Gladys.”
“We have carried their burden.”
“Only as far as the Stck Exchange.”
“She shk her head. “I believe in the race,” she cried.”
“It represents the survival f the pushing.”
“It has develpment.”
“Decay fascinates me mre.”
“What f Art?” she asked.
“It is a malady.”
“Lve?”
“An illusin.”
“Religin?”
“The fashinable substitute fr Belief.”
“Yu are a skeptic.”
“Never Skepticism is the beginning f Faith.”»37
A expressividade e emtividade d tip de linguagem usad é um mei tã
eficaz para determinar a classe scial a que as persnagens pertencem, cm as
descrições d narradr acerca d tip de vestuári e de ambiente (mais uma vez
saliente-se a imprtância da decraçã) que as cerca, em mais uma técnica que ns
transprta às indicações cénicas d teatr, que surgem de frma inequívca n iníci
ds dis primeirs capítuls da bra.
Cntud, nã devems ser levads a pensar que, pel expst,  autr cai na
tentaçã de uma escrita imediatista que vive de emções baratas. Para além das
técnicas anterirmente descritas que Oscar Wilde sabe explrar nas devidas
prprções, a bra também é enfrmada pr variadas incursões a mund da
interiridade das persnagens, aumentand ainda mais  efeit de prximidade leitr/
persnagem. A reprduçã ds enunciads passa entã a fazer-se segund s
esquemas de materializaçã d discurs indirect livre, esbatend-se as identidades
d narradr e da persnagem:
36 Op. cit., “The Picture f Drian Gray.”, cap. 16, pág. 146.
Music had stirred him like that. Music had trubled him many times. But music was
nt articulate. It was nt a new wrld, but rather anther chas, that it created in us. Wrds
Mere wrds Hw terrible they were Hw clear, and vivid, and cruel One culd nt escape
frm them. And yet what a subtle magic there was in them They seemed t be able t give a
plastic frm t frmless things, and t have a music f their wn as sweet as that f vil r f
lute. Mere wrds Was there anything s real as wrds? 38
A ausência de indicadres gráfics e de verbs dicendi d discurs direct
traduz-se numa grande liberdade de estruturaçã sintáctica,  que resultará pr sua
vez num estil mais fluente, sem quebras rítmicas, pr vezes só cm as pausas
naturais da respiraçã. Sbre  cntext recai a respnsabilidade de mstrar a leitr
quem diz/pensa  quê, já que é bastante difícil determinar se  que estams a ler é da
autria d narradr u da respnsabilidade da persnagem,  que n cas específic
de The Picture f Dran Gray acaba pr ser uma óptima instrumentalizaçã da
temática da dualidade e da busca d Eu verdadeir39.
III. CONCLUSÃO
A Arte recriada, a Beleza reabilitada e a Representaçã destes princípis em
frmas teatrais que abalaram um sistema caduc e retrógrad nã serã cm certeza
um cntribut desprezível para  um nv ideal que  se  queria  de cultura  e  de
sciedade. Oscar Wilde dá a mund um únic rmance nde aqueles ideais sã
prfundamente explrads, e cuja raiz se encntra precisamente na ideia já
anterirmente apresentada em frma de livr (cm váris crítics ced
demnstraram), d dupl, da multiplicidade de imagens d Eu e da cnsequente
prcura d equilíbri desses diferentes reflexs.40 Mas se  tema nã se destaca pela
ttal riginalidade, a verdade é que seria deveras injust nã recnhecer a tentativa
bem sucedida de Wilde de lhe acrescentar alg de nv. E a nvidade estará
precisamente na frma da bra de arte;  autr empresta grande sensualidade às suas
persnagens e  cerne da questã literária já nã é a mera esclha entre  bem e 
mal. O simplicism destes cnceits mstra-se demasiad redutr para uma épca
que tentava adaptar-se às exigências de um nv sécul e à nva vaga de
37 Ibidem, cap. 17, pág. 148.
38 Ibidem, cap. 2, pág. 30.39 Vide PIRES, Maria Jã. “ A Fragmentaçã d Eu: The Picture f Drian Gray.”
Revista da Faculdade de Letras d Prt, 1987, II Série, Vl. IV.
industrializaçã,  a qual parecia querer sufcar   Hmem através  da rigidez das
impsições sciais e d determinism ds princípis evlutivs.
The Picture f Drian Gray abre váris precedentes literáris, de entre s
quais se destaca a cragem de assumir na frma s preceits cnvencinads pels
estetas para a vida qutidiana. É a fuga a marasm e à mntnia de uma era
recesa da riginalidade, a criaçã de um univers nde as mentes pdem encntrar
um escnderij segur cntra a fealdade e a ignrância. Os ideais precnizads pela
Arte saem refrçads pela recrrência de nvs terms, pela visualizaçã multiclr
de uma Natureza utrra fnte de inspiraçã mas agra cópia esbatida da riqueza
artística. Os camps semântics criam áreas linguísticas repassadas de cntrastes e
psições, a expressividade sintáctica ganha nv fôleg cm diálgs
epigramátics que trazem à memória utras emtividades teatrais e  crescend de
tm e frça narrativa revelam um quadr final tã pders, que muitas vezes nã se
revela numa primeira leitura. Os leitres cnquistads pr tais técnicas sã
recmpensads cm a sensaçã pr vezes indefinível de terem apreciad  mais
recôndit da alma humana.
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Summary:
This essay lks at the subtle ways in which gender identities are cnstructed
and reinfrced in India thrugh scial nrms f  language  use. Language  itself
becmes a  medium fr perpetuating gender  steretypes, frcing its speakers t
cnfirm t scially defined gender rles. Using examples frm a classrm discussin
abut a film, this essay will highlight the underlying rigid male-female steretypes in
Indian sciety with their mre bvius expressins in language. Fr the urban wman
in India glbalisatin meant increased ecnmic equality and expsure t changed
lifestyles.  On an  individual  level  it als  meant redefining gender relatins and
changing the hierarchy in man-wman relatinships. With the ecnmic
independence there is a heightened sense f liberatin in all spheres f scial life, a
cnfidence t fuzz the rigid bundaries f gender rles. With the new films and media
celebrating this liberated wman, wh is ready t assert her sexual needs, wh is
ready t explde thse lng held ntins f mrality, ne wuld expect that the
changes are nt just superficial. But as it sn became bvius in the curse f a
classrm discussin abut relatinships and steretypes related t age, the surface
changes can nt becme part f the cmmn vcabulary, fr the bvius reasn that
there is still a vast gap between the screen image f this new wman and the grund
reality. Scial cnsideratins define the limits f this assertiveness f wmen, whereas
men are happy t be liberal within the larger frame f scial sanctins. The educated
urban wman in India speaks in favur f change and the educated  urban male
supprts her, but ne just needs t scratch the surface t see the time tested frmulae
f gender rles firmly in place. The way the urban wman happily balances this
emerging prmise f independence with her gendered scial identity, makes it
necessary t rethink sme aspects f lking at gender in a gradually changing,
traditinal sciety like India.
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1. Intrductin
As member f a particular language cmmunity the speaker is mre ften than
nt negtiating the space prescribed t her believing that she is using the language as
a neutral means f expressing the Self. Thrugh this prcess f using a particular
language fr giving vice t her subjectivity, she becmes party t the agreement t
abide by the nrms laid dwn by that language cmmunity. This tacit alignment with
the scially sanctined nrms f linguistic behaviur serves t strengthen the rle f
discurse as a site fr cnstructin f gender steretypes. Research n gender and
language structures as well as studies n language and cnstructin f scial identities
have clearly shwn that language cannt be a neutral medium fr expressin f Self
(cf. Camern 1995, Eckert/McCnnell-Ginet 2003, Mills 1995, Rmaine 1999,
Thrne/Kramarae/Henley 1983). Meanings are created and imparted in the prcess f
language use. Language cmes with its scial, cultural and histrical baggage and is
t say the least as laded as any ther system f symbls. But it is in the cntext
specific discurse that the individuals interpret meanings and views frm these
symbls. This paper thus, cnsiders language as a tw prnged device, n the ne
hand giving vice t identities but n the ther hand cnstructing identities suited t
the scial palate. One is nt denying that language culd becme a medium t
transcend gender dichtmy,  t  break  ut f  hierarchical scial structures  r  t
subvert the enterprise f scial differentiatin itself. Hwever, it must be made clear
that examining the cultural rts f language use calls fr an awareness f the rle
that language plays in perpetuating established steretypes. As Marlis Hellinger pints
ut “cntrary t the assumptin that language merely reflects scial patterns such as
sex-rle steretypes, research in linguistics and scial psychlgy has shwn that
these are in fact facilitated and reinfrced by language” (cf. Hellinger 1984: 136). It is
in this brader frame f lking at the interplay between language as manipulated and
manipulating and its speaker as a prduct f that particular linguistic envirnment that
this paper sets ut t analyse gender in language.
In the cntext f this  paper the term ‘speech nrms’ stands fr scially
accepted ways f language use, especially thse which regulate the scial behaviural
aspect f language use in spken interactins. Fr ther language related scial nrms
the brad term ‘linguistic nrms’ is used. It is nt pssible t speak f Indian wmen
as a  unifrm entity since  the ecnmic, scial, reginal, religius and linguistic
differences in India are t wide t allw such a generalisatin. The reference here
will be specifically t urban, educated, middle class, Hindi speaking Indian wmen as
the language being described here is Hindi, spken mainly in Nrth India.
Many f the majr Indian languages like Hindi and Punjabi which belng t
the Ind-Aryan language family identify tw grammatical genders – masculine and
feminine – while sme languages frm the same language family like Marathi and
Gujarati have a third neuter gender. The differentiatin based n bilgical gender
wrks at different levels in a language, fr ne within the grammar f that language
the bilgical gender is marked mrphlgically, secndly at the lexical level, and
thirdly utside this grammatical frame it is marked thrugh nrms f language use. As
Hall and O’Dnvan pint ut, in Hindi “the habitual, prgressive and intransitive
perfective verb frms (…) shw gender cncrd with the subject” (cf.
Hall/O’Dnvan 1996: 236). This is true f many Indian languages, which means
even while using a first persn singular prnun the bilgical gender identity needs
t be clearly stated fr the subject in the sentence. The Hindi speaker has t identify
her bilgical gender thrugh the additin f bilgical gender specific markers t the
verb stem r thrugh different suffixes and verbal auxiliaries. Adjectives are inflected
depending n the grammatical gender f the nuns and inflecting pstpsitins mark
ut the grammatical gender f the main nun, fr example, inflecting pstpsitins
that functin as genitive, lcative, and ablative markers agree with the gender f the
main  nun.  The feminine and  masculine self reference in  Hindi  thus becmes a
cnstant reaffirmatin f the bilgical gender identity f the speaker. The fcus in
this paper is, hwever, n the gendered nrms f language use.
In Hindi, the masculine nun aadmi, which means ‘man’ is used generically t
refer t all human beings. The ther alternative is the masculine nun insaan, which
means ‘human being’, but in nn-generic usage this nun is nt used t dente female
human beings. Recently there have been attempts t replace the generic ‘he’ in sme
textbks by intrducing feminine verb-endings in a generic sense as a linguistic
nrm. Fr example fllwing  sentences frm the Civics textbk fr class 7,
published in Hindi fr the new elementary schl curriculum prepared by State
Cuncil fr Educatinal Research and Training in Delhi: “Every citizen has the right
t express her thughts, cast her vte r cntest electins” ; “In a mdern demcracy,
a citizen has rights, thrugh which she can participate in the frmatin f the
gvernment, in its smth functining, r in its remval”. These effrts prvked
prtests and allegatins f feminisatin f the citizens f India and questins abut the
linguistic skills f the authrs (cf. Bhg 2004).
2. Nrmative scial expectatins in language use
It is vital fr the members f a speech cmmunity t cnfrm t the prescribed
linguistic behaviur t establish their scial identity. Speech, including gestures and
bdy language represents a special act, the first signal ging ut t the sciety
cnstructing the gendered identity f the individual. In their study n the s called
“third gender”, the hijra cmmunity f India, Hall and O’Dnvan (1996) discuss
hw the hijras switch between their male and female identities (see als Hall 2002).
Hijras r ‘eunuchs’ as they are termed by many researchers are raised as bys but
eventually g n t live as wmen, in mst cases in ghettised, scially marginalised
cmmunities. The way they define their femaleness thrugh bth language and bdy
language is f significance t understand scial markedness f female linguistic
behaviur. The mst bvius difference that is bserved as ‘deviance’ in these bys is
their linguistic behaviur which sets them apart as effeminate. They are termed as
baiyl meaning girlish, where it is mainly the linguistic perfrmance that is judged t
be deviating frm “the sex-rles, nrms and values expected f men in Indian sciety”
(cf. Hall/O’Dnvan 1996: 235). Then in the hijra cmmunity there is a cnscius
effrt t acquire the ‘female way f speaking’ and the initiates are termed ‘ill behaved
r ill mannered’ if they fail t acquire this female verbal behaviur. Irrespective f
their linguistic variety speech cmmunities in India shw a certain level f unifrmity
with regard t the  definitins f and differentiatin between male and female
linguistic behaviur. Female bdy language is deemed t express the delicate
femaleness thrugh harmnius mvements devid f abruptness, devid f any
unpredictable attempts at apprpriatin f the flr in a cnversatin. In fact, the rules
prescribed fr a subrdinate bdy language like nt trying t establish a direct eye
cntact are tuted as ideal behaviur fr wmen. Of curse, when it cmes t
legitimisatin f scial hierarchies, language and speech nrms are nly ne f the
many ther cmplex scial cntrl mechanisms at play. Scially marked linguistic
behaviur expected f wmen cncurs with the general steretype ntin that a dcile
and demure wman is virtuus. A wman wh expresses her wishes, her ambitins is
seen as being t self-centred. The vice f the ideal self-sacrificing Indian wman is
ne f silence. Girls are tld t keep their vices lw while speaking and nt t smile
r laugh t much. A smile can get interpreted as sexual innuend r as a sign f
frivlity in a girl.
As it will becme clear in the discussin in sectin 10.5, the bdy language f
wmen is generally subject t clser scrutiny than that f men. Steretypes are used t
draw cnclusins abut her mrality based n features like the way she lks at the
partner r her hand gestures etc. The male bdy language differs frm the female
bdy language even in the way a man ccupies physical space. A wman is expected
t sit with her legs drawn tgether whereas the man is expected t ‘spread ut’
ccupying in mst cases mre physical space than a female speaker. Lking at
gender specific nrms related t linguistic behaviur as part f the whle scial pwer
relatins culd help understand why impsitin f  these  steretypes becmes s
imprtant in every speech cmmunity. At different pints, fr different purpses a
speaker has t negtiate her gender identity in cnversatins and depending n the
pwer equatin she manages t use features f bth steretypical elements; a wman
plice fficer uses mre ‘masculine’ features in her wrk interactins in this sense and
is mre ‘feminine’ when talking with her family. As Hall and O’Dnvan state, “(…)
wmen and men f many cmmunities manipulate linguistic expectatins f
femininity and masculinity in rder t establish varying psitins f slidarity and
pwer” (cf. Hall/O’Dnvan 1996: 258).
Gender steretypes affect the expectatins f a particular linguistic behaviur
placed n wmen but they d nt spare the males either. It is this stigma f a lwer
scial status attached t a ‘female way f speaking’ in a man which teaches men t
cnfrm t the prescribed nrms. Vilatin f these nrms f speaking marks ut the
hijras as scial utcasts even befre they start frming their gender identity. A subject
in the Hall/O’Dnvan study reveals that she views “gender as smething t be put n
in the way ne wuld put n a sāri (a dress traditinally wrn by Indian wmen), an
investiture which eventually leads t the acquisitin f what she calls aurat ki bāat
(‘wmen’s speech’) (cf. Hall/O’Dnvan 1996: 240). Similar transgressin f nrms
f language use n the part f a girl invites immediate repudiatin in the frm f an
allegatin f being ‘mannerless’ (an expressin cmmnly used in India) r f trying
t be like a man r it invites crrective measures in the frm f parental sclding. The
term aurat ki baat r ‘the female linguistic behaviur’ is cmplex, mstly cnstituted
by cntext and ther scial hierarchical cnsideratins like age and scial status.
But there is a brad cnsensus in India n what can nt be accepted as a
female way f using language. The specific areas frbidden t ‘cultured’ female Hindi
speakers are curse wrds fr bvius reasns but interestingly als uttering the name
f the husband is tab fr a ‘gd’ wife. The wife is nt allwed t utter her
husband’s name, perpetuating the scially higher psitin f the husband. Rajeswari
Sundar Rajan (1993: 98) pints ut that the mtive behind such prhibitins is t
mystify and exalt the signified. Respnse t such exalted mystificatin is an immense
respect fr the husband and being a sciety where respect is equated with submissin
t subrdinate status it  is easy t  understand why wrds like patidevta (literally
meaning ‘Husband Gd’) and pativrata (a wman devted t her husband) are still in
currency in India.
3. The needle and thread syndrme
If ne were t lk at the use f Hindi as a medium f expressin in written
frm, ne finds that, as in mst ther Indian languages, wmen writers in Hindi have
generally felt limited by sci-cultural nrms and linguistic implicatins f these
nrms. Restrictins are felt in terms f cntents r themes that they are allwed t
deal with as well as the kind f language a wman writer is expected t use. But right
frm the celebrated writers like Mahadevi Varma r Krishna Sbti t yung writers
like Alaka Saravagi r Jaya Jadhvani many wmen authrs have gne beynd thse
limited ‘female’ issues and they have been writing abut everyday issues faced by
peple. Mdern writers have succeeded in breaking the limited view f equating
wmen’s writing with wmen centric themes. They are n lnger eulgizing pains r
trauma f wmanhd nr are they glrifying the sufferings and sacrifices related t
it. The new wmen writers in Hindi are writing with a sensitivity which tackles the
scial issues head n, articulating the challenges faced by the mdern wman. They
are using ‘bld’ language raising questins which were cnsidered tab especially in
small twns r semi urban India, frm where many f these authrs cme. Themes
like wmen’s sexual desires, their bdies r adultery are spken f as nrmal facts f
life withut their being judged n the scial parameters f mrality. Fr example in
the nvel Samay Sargam by Krishna Sbti the main character is an independent single
wman in search f her identity. She des nt indulge in self-pity nr des she have
any remrse abut her struggles in life as a single wman. These strng characters
reflect gradual changes in Indian wmen’s need fr independence. Female characters
have graduated frm begging fr a place in the sciety r frm the ther extreme f
‘rebel feminist’ t a mre psitive image f wmen as cnstituents f the family units,
as integral part f the sciety. They are n mre helpless victims; they are articulating
their rights as a natural prcess f self-expressin by a human being.
But written language as a means f expressin in public spheres remained
inaccessible t female members f the sciety in India fr a lng time. Wmen’s
writing in sme Indian languages essentially started as a statement against scial
ppressin and female scial refrmists were the  nes wh brke  the ‘silence’
impsed by scial nrms. Later a gradual change in scial pwer structures was seen
taking place thrugh scial refrms, wmen’s educatin and wmen’s participatin in
the struggle fr independence. Early wmen writers in sme ther Indian languages in
late 19th century – like Tarabai Shinde and Pandita Ramabai, wh wrte in 1880s in
Marathi r Kailashbhashini Debi in 1860s writing in Bengali – were penly
questining imbalance in gender relatins and prtraying subjectin f wmen in the
traditinal Indian sciety. Tday wmen writers in India are using their varied
languages as freely and as effectively as their male cunterparts creating their wn
spaces t bring ut gender biases inherent in scial nrms, in traditins r in religius
practices.
Even s they talk f an invisible censrship at wrk when it cmes t writing
abut relatinships, sexuality, plitics r abut religin. In the 70s, the Hindi writer
Mridula Garg faced curt case fr her nvel Chitkbra, when she dared t write that
the sexual act was devid f pleasure fr her herin. Such indirect censrship n
written language is impsed n wmen wh dare t write in Indian languages abut
issues cnsidered ut f bunds fr respectable wmen. As sme participants in a
wrkshp – rganised in 2003 by an rganisatin Asmita t study, discuss and
publicize the dds facing  wmen writers in India – put it, “Oppressed by
respectability wmen Hindi writers avid sexuality, religin, plitics, even scial
issues. T write hnestly, they agreed, was almst impssible and t write abut the
family was the mst difficult. Many have avided writing their autbigraphies” (cf.
Asmita 2003). Hindi pet Anamika speaks f a Needle and Thread Syndrme in
wmen’s lives, which manifests as a ‘self impsed silence’ in the wrks f wmen
writers. She pints ut that, “family hnur, the cmpulsin t be a gd daughter, a
gd wife and a gd mther” all cnstituted a scietal pressure which lcked her int
a ‘gd girl syndrme’ (cf. Asmita 2003). In ne f her pems she laments this ‘being
silenced’ by scial restrictins:
Scissrs t cut with,
a needle and thread t sew my lips with.
If I write my subcnscius,
the earth will be cvered with paper.
(cf. Asmita 2003)
Althugh wmen’s writing tday des nt encunter the scial rigidity
prevalent sme decades ag, ntins f bscenity and prpriety impsed thrugh
language d limit the canvas n which wmen writers can paint their lives, prtray
their ideas, r clur their wrld. One f the participants highlights hw language
frces these authrs t make scially apprpriate chices n which wrds t use,
citing example f swear wrds in Hindi. Accrding t her, “there is n way a wman
can  use swear wrds in  Hindi,  because they are specifically and abusively anti-
wmen; t use them wuld be t deliberately endrse their dergatry intent” (cf.
Asmita 2003).
4. Reflectin f steretypical gender ntins in matrimnial
advertisements
Marriage marks an imprtant change in the identity f a wman in India, at
tw levels. On a cncrete r mre bvius level it imparts her a new name, she
becmes part f a new family and enters a new place f residence since mstly
wmen g t live in their husbands huses. At the same time, at the scial level this
wman acquires a new identity, a changed scial psitin, a different scial rle, that
f a wife f Mr. Xyz r daughter-in-law f family Xyz. She seizes t be the daughter
f Mr. Abc. This change in the scial status frm ‘daughter’ t ‘wife’ is brught ut in
the wrd describing the main ceremny in Hindu marriages. The wrd used is
kanyadaan, a cmpsite f tw wrds kanya meaning daughter and daan meaning ‘t
give away’. S the ceremny is primarily a change f wnership. The father gives
away his daughter t the husband, wh frm then n wns this wman. The wrd and
the ceremny are integral t Hindu weddings and in the scial cnscience it is hardly
perceived as prblematic. It is in the cntext f this passive acceptance f wnership
that Kalyanamalini Sah says, “A wman’s life is always cnstrained by particular
scial rules. Befre marriage she is in the custdy f her parents. After marriage, she
is in the custdy f her husband and in-laws. In ld age, she is in the custdy f her
sn” (cf Sah 2003: 245). While lking fr a wife then the decisive qualities are
mstly thse which wuld make this transitin smther fr bth the families. The
steretype f an ideal bride is thus a girl wh beys her father withut questining and
is ready t muld herself accrding t the expectatins f the new family.
Thugh it is a rather simplistic argument that language r linguistic behaviur
reflects scial prcesses, the fact remains that the terms a sciety devises t define
wmen reflect the scial place acceded r denied t them. Interestingly enugh, the
denial f scial space is smetimes realised by means f attributes which in nrmal
case wuld designate a psitive trait, fr example, ne just needs t pick up any
Indian newspaper and lk at the advertisements fr matrimnial alliances. The
cmmn adjectives used t describe brides are sphisticated, dwn-t-earth, with
gd etiquette,  disciplined,  sft-spken,  simple, cmpassinate,  sincere,  hard-
wrking, adrable, smart, beautiful, takes interest in husehld wrk and pssesses
excellent cking skills etc. Clearly, the qualities highlighted thrugh such
advertisements reflect scial expectatins aimed at denying these yung wmen any
independent aspiratins, prtraying them as perfect ‘material’ ut f which t muld a
wife. The gender steretype f an ideal wman is reinfrced by emplying seemingly
harmless vcabulary. In similar advertisements frm bridegrms ne cmes acrss
adjectives like serius, ambitius, driven t  prve himself, aggressive, decisin
maker, realistic, mderate, pen minded, ptimistic with brad visin etc. Thus, the
picture is cmplete, f a dcile, hmely female in a supprtive rle, and the
‘achiever’, the ‘prvider’ male in the rle f the decisin maker. In fact the scial rle
thery des trace back gender steretypes t the scial sex-rle expectatins and
shared beliefs abut apprpriate behaviur. Wd and Rhdes pint ut that “Wmen
are expected t be friendly, unselfish, cncerned with thers, and emtinally
expressive. Men are expected t be independent, masterful, assertive, and
instrumentally cmpetitive” (cf. Wd/Rhdes 1992: 106). The underlying message
cnveyed in such texts is pwerful nt nly because they reflect the scial
expectatins, but als because they prvide an attractive self-image fr the wmen, an
ideal, which when achieved guarantees them a place in the scial hierarchy. Placing
this creatin f a scial definitin f ‘wman’ in a brader cntext by lking at it in
terms f dialectics f pwer, it can be argued that here language and scial reality
becme cause and effect at the same time. Language reflects scial reality abut the
psitin f wmen while the scial identity f wmen is in turn perfrmed thrugh
the language. Indeed, scial reality is itself a scial cnstruct and nt a given. It needs
t be pinted ut that the whle linguistic gender steretyping is a scially cnstructed
way f classifying and categrising members f the sciety. Discussing the pwer
wielded thrugh language use, O’Barr pints ut that “In attempting t understand the
relatins between language and pwer, it is imprtant t keep in mind that there is n
simple, single way in which the tw are cnnected, nr is the cnnectin limited t
particular prtins f the spectrum f scial rganisatin. Rather, the evidence pints
t the cnclusin that language is bth a mirrr f sciety and a majr factr
influencing, affecting, and even transfrming scial relatinships” (cf. O’Barr 1984:
265). In skewed pwer relatinships the meaning f ‘supprtive’ can easily change t
‘subrdinate’. If there is mutuality in playing the supprtive rle, the pwer relatin
gets balanced, but in case f gender relatins in India the supprtive rle is
permanently assigned t wmen turning it int an uncnscius submissin t
authrity. While the male cunterpart in a mixed cnversatin can be ‘ambitius,
aggressive and decisin maker’ the female speaker in India is generally expected t
play a supprtive rle, t fllw the cmpassinate, understanding steretype.
5. Gddess r Drmat
There is n dubt abut the exclusin f wmen frm languages f pwer in
institutinal dmains like religin and plitics in India. Just a few years back wmen
legislatrs vicing their frustratin at the failure t pass the bill enabling wmen t
have a certain percentage f representatin in the parliament were shuted dwn and
labelled par katy by male parliamentarians meaning ‘wmen whse wings are cut’, an
extremely base cmment assciating shrt hair with the scially unacceptable
behaviur assigned t ‘feminists’. Viewing wmen wh dare t challenge scial
sanctins as a threat t the set rder is nt new nr is it exclusive t Indian sciety.
Debrah Camern cites a study by Penelpe Harvey  in Peruvian Andes where
“Andean wmen wh abandned traditin, symblised by  dress as well as the
Quechua language, risked slurs n their sexual reputatin, which culd lead t scial
stracism and vilence” (cf. Camern 1992: 201). In India, in a traditin where the
birth f a girl child is equated t an eclipse r t a curse n the family1, where wmen
are expected t suffer withut cmplaint, ne is hardly surprised t find that wmen
challenging this scial rder d ruffle a few feathers.
On a different nte, exalting wmen t a gddess is cmmn in Hindi
cllquial usage. A daughter is ften referred t as Laxmi (the gddess f wealth) r a
daughter-in-law is called ghar ki Laxmi (‘gddess Laxmi f the huse’). The fierce
gddess Durga r Kali r Chandi is cnceptually a way f sanctining the female
members f the sciety sme space t avenge the wrngs perpetrated against them r
t punish the perpetratr. In a recent article questining the ‘manliness’ f an
ppsitin party and praising Indira Gandhi (ex prime minister f India) ne
clumnist in a leading magazine cmments, “the cuntry is still paying fr that insult
t the wman wh was nce described even by her detractrs in the ppsitin (…) as
Durga Mata, and by thers as ‘the nly man in India’s Parliament’” (cf. Gill 2004). S
depending n the cntext any act f curage r valur is seen either as ‘manly’ r as
cming frm a gddess Durga, Kali r Chandi.
In such fluid use  f mythlgical figures in everyday language  a  nrmal
human identity f wmen can fluctuate between the extremes f the  status f a
gddess and a paer ki juti (ftwear). Highlighting the dictum “it is gd t swim in
the waters f traditin but t sink in them is suicidal” Gandhi and Shah (1991: 325)
suggest the strategy f finding a middle path, f using traditin t change mind sets.
Here again the pivtal rle f language in establishing dminant discurse as the
given and therefre true becmes imprtant.
6. Steretypes in Media: Behenji vs. Aajki Nari
Wrds when assciated with certain images fr a lng time change int labels
r categries defining thse particular images and their characteristics. Thrugh these
assciatins f wrds with images which have scial cntexts, a hithert simple wrd
acquires new meanings. In the vcabulary f urban yung Hindi speakers a simple
wrd behenji, where behen means ‘sister’ and ji is an added hnrific suffix, has
cme t be used t mean a wman wh is nt mdern in the way she dresses and wh
is cnservative in her thinking. It is difficult t say when exactly this meaning
develped but this pejrative use became accepted in nrmal vcabulary thrugh its
use in visual and print media.
In televisin serials behenji steretypes are usually the ‘gd, bedient,
traditinal’ wmen facing the ‘bad, westernised, skimpily dressed’ vamp characters.
Jaidev Taneja utlines these tw steretypical depictins f wmen, where “The first
image   shws her as the embdiment f   beauty, mdesty, sacrifice, mercy,
frgiveness, and dedicatin, qualities that enable her t win ver men. The secnd
image is that f the wman wh is driven by ambitin, pride, sexual frustratin and
the desire t dminate, all f which lead her t evil ways” (cf. Taneja 2002: 77).
Althugh in real life yung girls make every effrt nt t get categrised as behenji.
Here is an example f images and labels getting created thrugh media, especially the
visual media and these then turning int scial parameters t judge wmen’s mral
cnduct. In televisin saps a behenji type f character is imparted all virtues, since
she cnfrms t scial nrms. She hlds n t the traditinal values f the Indian
sciety, respects institutins like family and marriage and thereby lives up t the
expectatins that the sciety has frm her as wman. Other terms used in media t
describe such a wman are aadarsh nari, the ideal wman, r bharatiya nari, the
Indian wman. Invariably such a wman is a cnfrmist, a nn-rebel, wh uphlds
the scial values and derives her strength frm her being ‘gd’ and ‘chaste’.
Naturally she emerges victrius at the end.
Strangely enugh the image f this traditinal ideal wman created in films
and  televisin serials hlds  less charm fr mdern  urban yung wmen  in  their
everyday lives. It is seen as a nice definitin f wmanhd, but ne which des nt
necessarily need t be fllwed in reality. The mre appealing image is that f the
liberated, independent, mdern and intelligent aajki nari r ‘tday’s wman’. This
term evlved mre thrugh advertisements, where cnsumer prducts targeted the
urban middle-class wrking wman labelling her the new wman, wh is aware f
facts like which cking il is healthy fr her family r why a particular brand f
drinking chclate is gd fr her children. She takes decisins abut which brand f
sap, washing pwder r tea t buy, she is careful abut her lks and uses csmetics.
She is yung, wrks hard and des nt hesitate t have fun. She is mbile, drives tw-
wheelers, uses technlgy, be it a washing machine, a micrwave r a mbile phne.
She wrks s hard fr the family that her back aches and the prgressive husband
prmptly applies this pain relieving balm. Gender equality fr the mdern wman.
She is a multi-tasking wrking mther, wife and daughter-in-law. She is clever and
knws hw t please all in the family using tasty instant fd instead f cking
herself.
She is a rebel nly as a yung unmarried girl. As a yung cllege student she
ges fr parties, flirts with men and sneaks in her rm thrugh the windw when she
is late. She listens t lud music, clurs her hair pink, and paints her nails in different
shades. But cme marriage, she uses fairness creams t attract the ‘freign returned
engineer’ chsen by her parents as her bridegrm. Wearing a sari, vermillin n
frehead, with a shy expressin and dwncast eyes this rebel turns int a perfect wife.
As  a daughter-in-law, wife and  mther she is the mst  successful  ideal  wman,
mdern and happy within the limits prescribed t her. The husbands, brthers r
fathers in the family f this aajki nari have abslute understanding fr her need t be
mdern and  independent,  but  interestingly ne never sees  them  washing clthes,
cleaning tilets, changing nappies r buying cking il.
This image hwever des manage t ffer a cmprmise between the extremes
f being a behenji and a ‘feminist rebel’. T a large extent it als reflects the way
Indian wmen are managing t strike a balance between mdernity and traditin.
Rajeswari Sunder Rajan (1993: 138) calls this the “relative freedm” f wmen which
is encded n the ne hand as an ‘absence f cnflict’, fr example in cmmercial
advertisements, where the mdern wman is als at the same time the traditinal
wman and n the ther hand as the ‘reslutin f cnflict’ in favur f the traditinal
wman as in televisin serials. The Hinglish speaking, mdern, wrking wman can
recite devtinal sngs with equal ease when she has t win her mther-in-law’s
heart. She sees n cntradictin between being emancipated and being traditinal r
religius. In this sense, the perceptin f gender equality in India is evlving with a
realisatin that withut destrying the basic scial institutins like family and
marriage it is pssible t create a liberal sciety.
7. Image f an ld wman
In India, steretypes related t ld wmen vary slightly depending upn their
marital status. Scially, ld age is viewed as a phase in life when ne turns t gd r
t spiritual pursuits rather than enjying material cmfrts r pleasures f senses. This
ntin f ld age as a perid f renunciatin is applied t bth male and female
individuals, but in case f female members f scial grups it is used as a general
criteria t judge whether r nt a wman is living up t that ideal image f revered
mther r grandmther. As in all stages f her life, a wman receives respect in her
ld age if she remains within the scial definitin f gd mral cnduct. Fr a
widw the chastity and mrality aspect becmes even mre imprtant since she is
expected t lead an exemplary austere life, dedicating herself t ther-wrldly
thughts and religius activities. With the great reverence attached t mtherhd in
Indian traditin, a wman in her ld age acquires an image f a wise, experienced
grandmther, wh shuld be respected almst like a mther gddess. She has nurtured
the family and nw the yunger generatin has t pay her back with gratitude. She has
been a mther, a wife and has fulfilled all her duties in life. S she deserves respect.
She can nt be a nrmal wman with wishes and desires. She can nt be lnely and
she can nt have need fr cmpaninship, especially male cmpaninship. Wmen
wh have n children r thse wh are nt married can hpe t achieve that legitimate
place f a ‘respected grandmther’ nly if they give up their individual identity,
becme part f brther’s r brther-in-law’s families and spend time in spiritual and
religius pursuits.
Since age is equated with wisdm, generally an ld wman wields sme pwer
in decisin making at family level. Even utside her wn family she is addressed as
maaji, daadi r naani meaning mther r grandmther. Children, especially sns, are
taught that ‘maa ke charann main swarg hai’, heaven lies in mther’s feet.
The ther side f this ‘respected grandmther’ steretype is the negative image
f the ld wman wh des nt fllw scial nrms, fr whm it is said ‘budhiya
sathiya gayi’ meaning ‘the ld ne has gne insane’. The mst disturbing aspect f
the therwise very psitive traditin f respecting the elderly is that, in many cases
peple tend t verlk the fact that an ld wman is als a nrmal human being with
physical needs and desires. An ld man shwing  sexual desires r rmantic
inclinatins is laughed at and is cnsidered naughty, having rangeen mijaj r
‘clurful tastes’ and is generally tlerated as being nrmal. But an ld wman wh in
any ways shws any need fr male cmpaninship is cndemned as a fallen wman.
Fr an average Indian ld wman, especially if she is a widw, it is next t impssible
t express her sexual needs r t think f a relatinship r marriage. There is almst
zer tlerance fr a wman’s desires r wishes nce she has been categrised as
‘grandmther’. Even the way she dresses herself makes her vulnerable t criticism
with prverbs like, ‘shaukin budhiya chataii ka lehenga’, where shaukin means
smene wh has taste fr gd things in life. S, such a shaukin ld wman, wh
ges t the extent f wearing a skirt made f straws, just t lk yung, needs t be
cndemned. Here this expressin is used t mean this ld wman, wh shuld nw be
thinking f the ‘ther wrld’ but is instead still enjying life. Anther similar prverb
is ‘buddhi ghdi laal lagam’, meaning ‘ld mare with a red rein’, used in a dergatry
sense t speak f an ld wman wh des nt behave as she shuld in her age (see
als Sectin 10.3). An ld wman’s need fr a cmpanin is scially unacceptable
since it falls int that area f tab themes, namely wmen’s sexuality. Whether as a
yung wman r as an ld grandmther, this particular aspect f wmen’s life is
strngly cntrlled by impsing strict definitins f chastity and purity and by severe
scial cndemnatin fr any deviatin in wmen’s behaviur.
8. The prblem f giving a name t the man-wman relatinship
A man-wman relatinship is a subject n which ne reads in magazines and
newspapers, particularly f the urban csmplitan English press variety in India. Of
curse it is an imprtant tpic in many a familial cnversatin, r amng friends and
relatives since as in any ther sciety gender relatins are an integral part f the scial
life in India. But man-wman relatins befre marriage r utside f the marital
sanctins are nt encuraged. There is less scial acceptance f a man-wman
friendship. The scially accepted relatinship between unrelated male and female
members f the same age is mainly that f a brther and sister. S in sme
universities, a male student frm a senir class becmes a Bhaiya (‘brther’) and a
female student frm a senir class becmes Didi (‘elder sister’). Amngst urban yuth
the wrd dst (‘friend’) is generally used t refer t bth male and female friends. But
there is still n semantically equivalent wrd fr girlfriend r byfriend in Hindi.
Instead bth these English wrds have been readily included in the urban vcabulary,
since changing lifestyles and scial relatins demanded wrds t describe a type f
male-female relatinship which was tab earlier. Nw giving this relatinship a
name is als prblematic in Hindi fr the simple reasn that there is n cmmnly
accepted wrd fr a live-in relatinship. It is pssible t say wh saath rahte hai
(‘they live tgether’) but then this expressin culd just as well mean the simple
living tgether f anyne, s it needs an elabratin by specifying that the said tw
persns are living tgether withut marriage. Mentining that they are living tgether
withut marriage gives the whle situatin and its expressin a tne f breaking the
scial nrms, r f ding smething immral. Mst f the vcabulary referring t
male-female friendship in Hindi is negative. The equivalent fr lve, pyar, is ne
alternative that can be used withut much negative hidden meaning, but it has a
histry f being a favurite wrd in Hindi mvies mstly denting lve between a
yung man and a yung wman. S what des ne d t talk abut a relatinship r a
feeling which belngs t the banned areas in a speech cmmunity? Smething which
can nly be described in negative terms since the scial tab leaves space nly fr
negative lexica.
9. Tw ways f vercming scial nrmative restrictins f Hindi
In my view, there are tw ways f getting arund limitatins impsed by a
language.
a) Subverting the meaning
On ne f thse rare ccasin when I hired a rikshaw2 t reach the university,
the rikshaw-puller, a man much lder t me, addressed me with Saab a wrd laded
with clnial legacy, a wrd replete with rigid scial class differentiatin, a wrd
denting nthing but abslute dichtmy f high versus lw scial status, a wrd used
t address masters. And mst imprtantly a wrd used t address nly men in such
psitins. The female equivalent fr Saab frm the clnial times is Memsaab, which
is already ut f the current vcabulary except fr depicting a servant-master relatin
r is used with pejrative intentin t belittle a wman, meaning ‘a haughty little
miss’. Nw this use f Saab made me acutely aware f the way language plays int
the hands f its speakers defining territries in scial interactins, assigning rles t
the language users. Apprpriating a gendered wrd this man had turned it int a
gender neutral dentatin f scial class hierarchy. The wrd had acquired a new
meaning in this cntext thrugh its use. Whether ne reacts t this subversin
psitively welcming it as a strategy t vercme the handicap impsed by language
r whether ne takes it as a negatin f the female identity as smething that basically
can nt be in a scially higher psitin, is debatable. What becmes bvius is the
fact that it is the scial assumptins behind the language which impart meanings t
wrds depending n the cntext. The wrd-meaning cngruence is indeed nt a ne-
t-ne fixed relatin. The final utcme is definitely mre than the sum f the parts.
b) Cde mixing
The secnd way f dealing with limitatins f a language is the widely studied
phenmenn f cde mixing, cmmn amng fluent bilingual speakers. It can be a
part f the brader bilingual cnversatin strategy f switching between languages in
the same speech situatin, which is termed as cde switching. Cde mixing mainly
includes mixing tw languages r language styles in ne utterance, using grammatical
cnventins f ne language n t the ther, r just mixing wrds frm anther
language in specific cntexts. In urban nrth India, English is mixed with Hindi t get
the mixed frm called Hinglish, which is widely used by educated, urban scial
grups.  Kachru  (1984: 186)  pints  ut the case f the wrd mnd (‘widw’)  in
Kashmiri language which has traditinal negative cnntatins f a use restricted t
abuses and curses. T neutralise such laded terms speakers emply cde mixing as a
strategy, as shwn later in the examples frm transcripts in this paper (cf. Examples 4
and 5, Sectin 10.3).
10. Sme examples shwing steretyped ntins n gender
In view f the preceding discussin this sectin will highlight hw gender
steretypes in India get reflected in nrmal cnversatins. I will be presenting few
examples frm the transcripts frm audi data cllected in 2003 fr my research n
ral cmmunicatin  in German as freign language,  in  tw universities  viz.
Jawaharlal Nehru University and Delhi University in New Delhi, India. It must be
made clear that the aim f this data cllectin was nt a study f steretypical gender
ntins. The students belnged t the age grup 18 t 20, were in their secnd year f
the Bachelr f Arts curse, and came frm urban, educated, middle class families.
The languages they used are English, Hindi, Hinglish and partly German.
10.1 Purpse behind shwing the film
Tw grups f these Indian undergraduate students studying German language
in the tw universities mentined earlier were separately  shwn a shrt film
prtraying the lneliness in the life f the elderly and their need fr cmpaninship.
One was an all female grup, the ther ne was a mixed grup. The aim was t
dcument hw a cnversatin based n a specific theme wuld develp if the sci-
cultural cntext is freign t the students. The fcus f this data cllectin was thus
purely n ral cmmunicatin and use f the freign language (German) and a gender
aspect was nt invlved at any level. But while analysing these transcripts it became
bvius that since the tpic f discussin happened t be such, the steretypical
gender ntins gt expressed in these cnversatins. During the discussin f mre
than 90 minutes, students talked abut gender steretypes, ld age related steretypes
and the scietal pressures at wrk in India. Althugh each ne f these students was
well aware f the duble standards used in judging wmen, thrugh many f their
cmments they prved t be the prducts f the same gendered scialisatin which
they were criticising. In the fllwing sectin these tw aspects will be discussed
using the transcripts:
 At the discurse level the speakers use cde mixing as strategy t vercme
linguistic restrictins f Hindi.
 The views expressed by these students reflect gender steretyping.
10.2 Cntext f the film
There were n dialgues in the film, nly backgrund music. The film is set in
Germany; and the nly characters are an ld white cuple. The stry starts with this
lady wh is very lnely. In the huse acrss the street ne ld man mves in and the
wman starts bserving him mst f the time frm behind the curtains. She then tries
t attract his attentin and he seems nt t ntice it. The wman buys a new dress and
gets a new hairstyle. The stry develps thrugh a chance encunter in a supermarket,
where the man realises that there culd be a friendship. In the final scene he ges ver
t her apartment with flwers, rings the dr bell and waits. She hesitantly pens the
dr just as he sadly turns t g back. The film ends with the prtagnists smiling at
each ther. Mst f the scenes in the film depict the wman’s lneliness. Bth the
prtagnists are quite ld and shwn t be leading a secluded life withut family r
friends.
10.3 Presentatin f a few examples
In the curse f the discussin the participants fund it difficult t express
themselves adequately when it came t talking psitively abut a lve relatinship
using Hindi. The tpic f the film did prvke an invlved discussin in Hindi,
English, Hinglish and a few utterances even in German. Fr them the situatin in the
film was quite new and they readily imparted a rmantic angle t the stry in their
interpretatin. That precisely was then the mst freign aspect f the film, a rmantic
relatinship between an ld wman and an ld man.
(In the transcripts: F = female speaker and M = male speaker Overlap with the next
speaker is shwn with // Cmmnly used transliteratin is used fr Hindi and lse
translatins in English are prvided).
(Example:1)
F1: Shrt and cute lve stry (laughs)
F2: Es ist ein fantastisch Film…
F3: Es war gut…aber…. es ist nicht s in Indien
S the reactin was: “It is nice, but it is nt s in India”. Calling the wman verrückt
(mad) the students decided that the ld wman was just waiting t ‘catch the man’.
(Example:2)
F4: Die eine Dame….ist.sehr sehr verrückt….(all laugh) Sie will alte Mann lieben.
F5: Die alte Dame war…hinter dem Mann (laughs)
Thrughut the discussin the cmmn refrain was hw she being a wman
culd take initiative in starting ‘smething like this’. Students used a prverb buddhi
ghdi laal lagaam (‘ld mare with red reins’) t shw hw Indian sciety reacts if an
ld wman tries t act yung (see als Sectin 7).
(Example:3)
F1: usk dar tha ki shayad main j kar raha hun wh
thik nahin hain //isliye..
F3: ………………..t usk dar nahi tha? Wh baht
besharam thi? (laughs)
F6: Wh sharif tha
F2: wh sharif nahi // thi?
F4: ………………Wh bhi sharif thi
F1: He was scared, thinking,
may be what I am ding is nt
right//s..
F3: Yu mean she was nt
scared?[as if] She was
shameless?
F6: He was sharif
F2: She was nt sharif?
F4: She was als sharif
In the abve cnversatin, F3 tries t defend the ld wman but uses a wrd
besharam (‘shameless’) implying that a wman wh is nt scared f the sciety is
shameless. The reply t this rhetrical questin ‘she was shameless?’ is very
interesting. F6 replies saying that the man was sharif, a wrd meaning ‘f gd mral
character’. It becmes clear here that in the students’ interpretatin the ld wman’s
behaviur is judged as a deviatin frm the scial nrms f gd mral cnduct
prescribed fr wmen, whereas the ld man is judged psitively because he seemed t
be scared f sciety.
Cde mixing was used as a strategy whenever the speakers had t mentin the
lve relatinship. In the fllwing example the Hindi expressin line maarne lag gayi
is a pejrative phrase used t describe flirtatius activities f yung peple, meaning
smething like ‘trying t hk’. But then the same relatinship gains sme
respectability back when expressed in English r German.
(Example:4)
F6:wh akela mila t Line// maarne lag gayi
F5:………………………….T hua kya? Dn
F6: knwing that he is alne
she started ‘t put a bait t
akele the
F1: line kaha….wh…..wh //she was in lve with
him
F2:……………………………..Sie war verlbt mit
ihm
catch him’
F5: S what? Bth were alne
F1: she was in lve with him
F2: She was engaged t him
The German verb frm verlbt has apparently been cnfused with verliebt
since the speakers clearly were talking abut ‘being in lve’. The way students here
avided using Hindi whenever they had t talk in favur f the wman is a cntinuus
pattern thrugh ut the transcript f abut tw hurs. One typical interactin was:
(Example:5)
M2: Da sind zwei verliebt (laughs)
M1:(laughs) they are falling in lve (laughs)
Cde mixing was extensively  used t replace Hindi expressins during this
discussin. Althugh cde mixing is very cmmn in spken language f university
students, in this particular discussin it appears t have been used cnsciusly as a
strategy t vercme the restraints f ne language. Studies n cde mixing fcusing
n the use f English in Indian languages have shwn that “English is (being) used t
neutralize identities ne is reluctant t express by the use f native languages r
dialects” (cf. Kachru 1984: 186, emphasis riginal).
10.4 Steretypes are here t stay
Every reference in Hindi was either a negative expressin like fasaana,
chakkar, pataana, etc. (all mre r less meaning ‘t hk’) r sme vague wrding
like yeh sabkucch, yeh j kaarna us lady ka (‘all this, all these dings f the lady’),
where instead f a direct reference just an indirect hint was used t get as semantically
clse as pssible t the expressin ‘relatinship’. But even such effrts had an
undercurrent f negative judgement f the lady’s cnduct.
(Example:6)
M3: they are living alne they need M3: They are living alne they need
supprt
M1: yah
M4: wh will prepare the tea fr the ld
man (laughs)
M2: (laughs) yu are thinking f ld
man//
M1: ……wh rahi hgi na//wife t rahi
hgi na?
M2:………………….amm? N, nw he
is alne
M3: ya, he is dead…//he is dead and she
is dead
M1:……….t isse kya alne hai t //alne
hai t/
M2:…ki t chahiya ki uske kapde kapde
dhye (laughs)
M1: matlab tum vichar kar rahe h ki ki
kaam karne ke liya chahiye //kaam karne
ke liye chahiye
M3: ………………he was saying ki
//nahi nahi… its basically t basically t
supprt each ther
F1: but why did yu interpret that she was
lking fr a byfriend, she culd have
..amm..//been lking t make a friend,
that’s it
M3: …yah a cmpany
F2: Everybdy wants cmpaninship
supprt
M1: Yah
M4: Wh will prepare tea fr the ld
man
M2: Yu are thinking f the ld man
M1: He must be having a wife, r?
M2: amm? N, nw he is alne
M3: Ya, he is dead, he is dead and she
is dead
M1: S what if alne//…if alne..
M2: smene’s gt t be there t wash
his clthes
M1: yu mean there shuld be smene
t d huse wrk
M3: He was saying that its basically t
supprt each ther
F1: but why did yu interpret that she
was lking fr a byfriend, she culd
have ..amm..//been lking t make a
friend, that’s it
M3: …yah a cmpany
F2: Everybdy wants cmpaninship
In the abve cnversatinal piece the female speaker F1 is able t make a
differentiatin between a byfriend and a friend, whereas fr the male speaker M1 the
idea f a wman as a friend can nly be related t being a wife, wh is suppsed t d
the ‘huse wrk’. The steretype f wife merely as smene taking care f the man
and his needs is criticised at every pssible level in India and ne wuld have
assumed this particular ntin t have at least becme a little milder. But as is bvius
frm the abve exchange, the male speakers reflected the mindset still prevalent when
they sympathised with the ld man’s need f having smene t take care f him with
a blunt bservatin that “if his wife is dead, he needs smene t wash his clthes, t
make tea fr him”. This cmment cming frm urban university students brings ut
the hllwness f the belief that the urban educated Indian male is gender sensitised.
One just needs t scratch the surface fr the deep rted traditinal attitudes t
becme bvius.
10.5 Interpreting mtives
The bdy language and gestures f the wman in the film were interpreted by
male students as her effrts t attract the ‘decent ld man’. In the film the wman
ges t have a hair cut and buys a nice red dress which she then wears, when she
knws that the ld man will see her frm his balcny. There were three interpretatins
f this behaviur and her bdy language. One as mentined abve was by the male
students and tw by female students. Male students read int the behaviur an ulterir
mtive since they felt that a wman wh tries t attract a man can nt be lking fr a
genuine friendship. They specifically mentined that frm her gestures ne culd
judge that she had ther intentins.
(Example:7)
M1: thik hai friend banana ke liye kya
jarurat tha  bal katane ka accha  dress
karne ka aise friend nahi banneka, jisk
friend banna hai wh aisehi banega
M2: Hmmmm this is t attract//
M4:……….t attract…gd
M3:……………….t attract friendship
nahi thi
M1: alright, t make friends was it
necessary t have hair cut, wear nice
dress, yu can’t make friends like that,
ne wh wants t be friends will becme
friend withut all this
M2: Hmmm this is t attract//
M4: t attract…gd
M3: t attract nt fr friendship
The first interpretatin f a female student als reflects the ntin that the
partner shuld be presentable. This student justifies the prtagnist’s actins by
arguing that everyne wants t be presentable and everyne wishes t have a partner
wh is presentable. This argument cming frm a female student again cnfirms the
hld f scial image n the thinking f these yung peple. The image f a smart,
pleasant, fair, well dressed wman as the ideal, desired by men is created and sld as
scially sanctined mainly thrugh Hindi mvies, televisin and advertising in
different media.
(Example:8)
F3: I als feel ki friend banna hta hain
t appearance itni matter nahi karti but
kahi na kahin we have that feeling that
ur friend shuld be a decent girl//
M1: Wah, amm ki dekhne main kharab
h t uska friend nahi hga?
M2: I am ging t d the same
F3: t a certain extent aata hai… chahe
matlab he shuld be at least a…ki
presentable prbably isiliye she gt a
haircut ki she shuld be presentable//
that’s why
F3: I als feel that appearance des nt
matter in making friends but smewhere
we have that feeling that ur friend shuld
be a decent girl//
M1: Yu mean smene wh is nt gd
lking will nt get friends?
M2: I am ging t d the same
F3: t a certain extent it des matter, may
be…I mean he shuld be at least
a…presentable, prbably that’s why she
gt a haircut that she shuld be
presentable//that’s why
One interesting pint in the first sentence f F3 abve is that she refers t a
cmmn wish that ‘ur friend shuld be a decent girl’. Why des she express this
wish as cmmn ideal in spite f being a girl herself? The cnditining that the yung
urban Indian wmen underg is s strng that the ideals impsed by the sciety are
uncnsciusly acquired and accepted as their wn ideals. Language and related scial
nrms nly help in this prcess f internalising given images and meanings.
The ther interpretatin given by anther female speaker culd be an example
f a gender neutral explanatin and it was heartening that it came frm a female
speaker.
(Example:9)
F1: she started enjying her life yu knw, in a way she has this incentive t live
therwise she was bred there was n way t live her life anymre .
M3. Is it like entertainment?
M2: She was bred with her life because when she was eating//
F1: Yah, because this man…nt nly because he is a man…listen, nt nly because
he is a man r the ppsite sex that it will drive her crazy r that I have t fall in lve
r smething like that, he came as smething… yu knw sme incentive int her
life, yu knw… it brught happiness int her life yu knw… she wanted t live
mre and then d… yu knw… d anything
F2: like a nrmal persn
M2: Yah she was bred with her life//
F1: and its very natural
11. Wmen as language users
As language users wmen are said t be less adventurus, preferring t use the
prestige varieties and crrect language. Hwever such differentiatin can nt slely be
called a gender different language variety; there are ther factrs invlved in such
develpments, like the scial status attached t different prnunciatins r t the use
f certain sunds. It is true that wmen are subjected t scial pressures t ensure that
they use the ‘better’ language. This pressure is at wrk t make them abide by the
nrms f language use. Nrmally fr an effective cmmunicative act, the speakers are
suppsed t fllw Gricean maxims f quantity, quality, relatin and manner, but fr
wmen the standard parameters seem t change. A wman is expected t talk less
than necessary, talk in a sfter vice, talk nly when abslutely necessary and at best
nt talk at all. Camern pints at this impsitin f feminine linguistic nrms “Fr
any wman wh talks  t much, t ludly, t frankly, t authritatively, the
epithet ‘unfeminine’ is waiting n smene’s lips” (cf. Camern 1992: 210).
The prescriptins f this nrmative behaviur are imparted t a girl even as
she is learning t use a language, in the frm f prverbs r phrases. Indian girls are
advised nt t laugh shwing all the teeth, nt t let their vices be heard by a
neighbur, nt t answer back, nt t argue, nt t ask questins. Remaining within
the scially accepted nrms smetimes wmen tend t be using language in a
different but psitive way than men. The basic premise in this paper remains that the
bserved gender related differences in the style f language use appear t be mre
cnstructs f scial cntexts and vary depending n ther scial variables. A female
speaker in a scially pwerful psitin wuld have mre similarities with the s called
male style than a scially less pwerful male speaker. But having said that there are
sme cmmn features, which can  be ascribed t  a mre “cperative” style f
speaking (cf. Graddl/Swann 1989: 82). Mre wmen seem t be using it than men,
which  Tannen  terms as “rapprt  speaking”, where the “phatic functin  seems  t
verride the infrmatinal” (cf. Tannen 1994: 210). Wmen speakers tend t functin
in a mre demcratic manner and cnversatins in all-female grups develp as a
cmbined activity rather than as ‘cmpeting fr the flr’ fund cmmnly in an all-
male grup. Characteristic female strategies are said t be indirectness and pliteness,
bth results f a scialisatin which discurages pen display f frank, challenging
behaviur in wmen.
Based n earlier researches, Jennifer Cates summarises eight factrs mstly
fund in all-female grup interactins. The basic principle identified by Cates (1986:
189) is “mre than ne speaker may speak at a time, with speakers wrking
cllabratively t prduce talk” which prtrays the cperative nature f such
exchanges. The eight factrs discussed by Cates are: Minimal Respnses, Questins,
Links between speaker turns, Tpic shifts, Self Disclsure, Verbal Aggressiveness,
Listening and Simultaneus speech (cf. Cates 1986). Althugh different culture-
specific aspects can change the way these factrs are realised in natural cnversatins,
they d utline a basic minimum structure which can be applied t ther data as well.
In the discussins amngst university students mentined abve, mst f these
features were fund t be present in wmen’s speech. Minimal respnses f the ‘I am
listening’ variety were used extensively in the all-wmen grup, fr e.g.:
(Example:10)
F3: because if the family is taking care f them then they// wn’t be lnely.
F2:.they wn’t be lnely (pause) hmmm…yu think s?
while in the mixed grup the typical minimal respnses f male speakers were f the
‘I agree with yu’ type, e.g.:
(Example:11)
M2: Hmmm this is t attract//
M4:…………………………..t
M2: Hmmm..this is t attract
M4: t attract….gd
attract…gd
M3:……………….t attract friendship
nahi thi
M2: Hammm Friendship ke liye t itna
wh//
M3: t attract…nt fr friendship
M2: Hmmm..fr friendship nt s
much//
There were few instances f questins being used as a strategy t maintain
cnversatin but they ccurred almst equally in bth grups. There was n marked
variance in this respect between male and female speakers. Links between speaker
turns were smther in the all-female grup, cmpared t the mixed grup where
typically the female speakers gt the turn nly at the end r they had t try and
squeeze in t get the turn, fr e.g.:
(Example:12)
M3: But she can she can directly talk with him
M2: She has sme hesitatin
F1: she is trying t but he was//
M2:Hesitatin
F1:Yah she tried t
Accrding t earlier research findings tpic shifts are slw in all-female
cnversatins (cf. Tannen 1994, Cates 1993). In case f the tw student grups, the
all-wmen grup did stay n lnger n ne tpic and the next tpic ften evlved ut
f the discussin, unlike in the mixed grup where the tpic shifts were mre frequent
and mre abrupt. Cnversatin in the mixed grup thus develped in bits and pieces,
lacking the flw f the all-wmen grup. The all-wmen grup managed t discuss
the same tpic lnger, fr example ne tpic lasted fr abut mre than 25 turns in
this grup as against mst tpics lasting nt mre than 15 turns in the mixed grup.
There were fur instances f self disclsure, all f which came frm female speakers.
On verbal aggressiveness and listening, the data frm these  transcripts is nt
sufficient. There were many instances f simultaneus speech; in fact there were all
the three varieties f supprtive simultaneus speech, e.g.:
1) Cmpleting the utterance f the partner
(Example:13)
F3: Aur jaisa ki usme dikhaya gaya tha, wh Supermarket
ka//
F2:……………………………Hmm
F3:…………………usme usme t usk…
F4:……………………………………usk t dekh ke hi
dar gayi
F3: And as shwn in it, that
ne in supermarket//
F2:Hmm
F3: In that ..in that, seeing
him…
F4: …seeing   him she gt
scared
2) Cntrapuntal talk t supprt the partner’s utterance
(Example:14)
F2: lekin wh thda ghabrati thi ki
samajwale kya kahenge// isliye thda
F1:…Sciety
F4: Sciety ki parwa thi
F2: But she was a little scared abut what
cmmunity will say// that’s why a little
F1: Sciety
F4: Sciety was the pint f cncern
3) Repeating part f the sentence
(Example:15)
F4:Hamare yaha bhi hta hai lekin khule
main nahi hta
F6: Khule main nahi hta
F4: It happens here als but nt penly
F6: Nt penly
11.1 Trying t seem less aggressive by using ‘we’
In additin t the features mentined abve, in the mixed grup the female
speakers’ participatin in discurses featured a fine act f balancing between arguing
r self expressin and trying nt t seem aggressive. They ften used generalising
statements r tried t create face saving pprtunities fr ther speakers. They were
mre sensitive t lss f face nt nly their wn but als f the partner. One strategy
was the intentinal use f ‘we’ in arguments, shifting the burden f respnsibility f
the subject t this inclusive ‘we’ rather than the ‘I’, which wuld be cnsidered
implite r aggressive in Hindi. Of curse, ne culd als just trace this use f ‘we’ as
subject t the use f Hindi first persn plural ‘hum’ as singular self reference. But if
that was the case, then this feature shuld have been present in the utterances f male
speakers as well. Citing an example frm a study by Gdwin where rganisatin f
talk in single sex grups f children was analysed, Graddl and Swann bserve that,
“(…) the girls grup was nt rganized hierarchically and there was minimal
negtiatin f status. Directives tk the frm f prpsals fr a future activity rather
than an explicit cmmand. A ‘we’ frm was ften used, which included the speaker in
the prpsed activity” (cf. Graddl/Swann 1989: 81). That the ‘we’ was used by
female speakers especially in utterances in face threatening situatins pints t the
fact that female speakers were mre cncerned abut playing a ‘mature’ and
‘supprtive’ partner. But it was clear that thrugh these supprtive arguments female
speakers managed t rund ff many tpics very decisively in their favur.
(Example:16)
F1: I think why we fund it very strange
was because we live in a very different
set up and we can nt accept that in such
a age peple are//trying t be friends
M2: Hmmm wahi baat hai
M1: Yah, apne  hi cntext mai maine
bla
F1: I think why we fund it very strange
was because we live in a very different
set up and we can nt accept that in such
an age peple are//trying t be friends
M2: Hmmm that’s the pint
M1: Yah, I als meant it in ur cntext
Lking at the different styles f cllabratin in a cnversatin event is ne
way f figuring ut in what way gender culd affect verbal interactins, but this als
calls fr cautin against reading int such examples t find an exclusive gender
related pattern f behaviur. The extensin f the scial expectatin n wmen’s
linguistic  behaviur  is in  tune  with  the fact that wmen  in India are generally
scialized t play a supprtive rle. There are subtle and nt-s-subtle ways f
impsing these linguistic nrms, which becme that much mre rigid in case f
female language users. In the case f Hindi, ntins like wmen talk t much, r that
wmen cannt be trusted with secrets are cmmn, putting restrictins n linguistic
behaviur f wmen.
12 Cnclusin
In sum, language is nt a gender neutral instrument f expressin nr is it free
frm sci-cultural prejudices. It cntributes t the prcess f shaping and reshaping
f identities by virtue f its wn dynamic nature and thereby gets used creatively r
gets manipulated t create scial distinctins. In thery the tw appraches f
‘difference’ and ‘dminance’ have brught ut the rle f language in creating scial
gender differentiatin. It is thrugh using the language that we becme gendered
members f the speech cmmunity. In studying the intertwined relatinship between
language and cnstructin  f gender,  the agency remains  a pint  f debate. But
lking at language use as ne f the varied scial practices, it becmes pssible t
understand the scial factrs underlying each speech act. As Thrne argues, “Larger
structures are instantiated, reprduced, and challenged thrugh the daily practices f
scial actrs, wh in turn are cnstrained and enabled by scial structures” (cf. Thrne
2001: 11). The language user as scial actr cnfrms t as well as deviates frm the
scial nrms f speaking. She cnstructs, destrys and redefines her territries and her
identity. Gender is ne such scial identity, “a cmplexity whse ttality is
permanently deferred, never fully what it is at any given juncture in time” (cf. Butler
1990: 16). Hwever, scieties have tried t fix this ambivalence in gender identity by
using cmpartmentalised instructins fr language use separately fr men and wmen.
A child internalises her gender identity and in perfrming it she cnfrms t the
gender steretype. As literature n gender and languages shws, there is hardly any
language in the wrld that is cmpletely gender neutral and effrts at creating such a
language have nt brne fruit. That leaves us with the alternative f using whatever
languages we have in a best pssible way t subvert linguistic gender discriminatin.
As highlighted in the discussin earlier, the strategies culd include using the same
language r using cde mixing.
Fr  the urban wmen in India, glbalisatin meant increased ecnmic
equality and expsure t changed lifestyles. On an individual level it als  meant
redefining gender relatins and changing the hierarchy in man-wman relatinships.
With the ecnmic independence there is a heightened sense f liberatin in all
spheres f scial life, a cnfidence t fuzz the rigid bundaries f gender rles. With
the new films and media celebrating this liberated wman, wh is ready t assert her
sexual needs, wh is ready t explde thse lng held ntins f mrality, ne wuld
expect that the changes are nt just superficial. But as it sn became bvius in the
curse f the classrm discussin, the surface changes can nt becme part f the
cmmn vcabulary, fr the bvius reasn that there is still a vast gap between the
screen image f this new wman and the grund reality. Scial cnsideratins define
the limits f this assertiveness f the wmen, whereas men are happy t be liberal
within the larger frame f the scial sanctins. The educated urban wman in India
speaks in favur f change and the educated urban male supprts her, but ne just
needs t scratch the surface t see the time tested frmulae f gender rles firmly in
place. The way the urban wman happily balances this emerging prmise f
independence with her gendered scial identity, makes it necessary t rethink sme
aspects f lking at gender in a gradually changing, traditinal sciety like India.
Althugh here gender steretypes are deeply anchred in the scial psyche and they
remain a valid frm f establishing  scial hierarchies, finding  their justificatin
thrugh religin and traditins, challenging  the existing  ntins f linguistic
femininity r masculinity will g a lng way twards displacing these gender
steretypes.
1 Fr a discussin n depictin f the death wish fr a girl child see: Death Wish fr Daughters – Sn
Preference and Daughter Aversin in Bihari Flk Sngs, by Sangeeta Krishna
http://free.freespeech.rg/manushi/131/deathwish.html
2 A tricycle pulled by a man, which can be hired t cver shrt distances. A cmmn mde f transprt
in many Indian cities.
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